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1 Introduction
The use of Lorenz comparisons in distributional analysis is viewed by many as
fundamental. In order to be able to implement the principles of such comparisons
in practice it is necessary to have appropriate statistical tools. Building on a
classic paper by Beach and Davidson it has become standard practice to apply
statistical tests to distributional comparisons and to construct con¯dence bands
for Lorenz curves and associated tools (Beach and Davidson 1983) (Beach and
Kaliski 1986) (Beach and Richmond 1985).1 However, although the results in
this literature are \distribution-free", in that they impose few restrictions on the
assumed underlying distribution in the population, they do rest upon some fairly
demanding assumptions about the sample - which may be systematically violated
in many practical applications to income- and wealth-distributions. In this paper
we establish results for a more general approach which takes into account some
of these di±culties.
It is now commonly recognised that income and wealth data may have been
censored or trimmed for reasons of con¯dentiality or convenience (Fichtenbaum
and Shahidi 1988). This treatment of the data means that the conventional
analysis - reviewed in Section 3 below - is not applicable. Section 4 derives
analogous results for censored data and shows their relationship to the standard
1For other applications of classical hypothesis testing to ranking criteria see, for example,
Beach et al. (1994), ? (?, ?, ?, ?), Bishop et al. (1991), ?), Davidson and Duclos (1997), Stein
et al. (1987).
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literature.
Of course it should be recognised that deriving asymptotic distributions and
moments is just one possible way of providing the statistical tools for testing
distributional comparisons. So, before presenting our results, a word should be
said about other ways of making inference from sample data. An alternative
approach would be to use the bootstrap (Efron 1979, Efron and Tibshirani 1993)
which is particularly suitable in the case of small samples. However, the bootstrap
does not work in every case, especially when the statistic to be bootstrapped is
bounded, as Schenker (1985) and Andrews (1997) have shown. Applications to
Lorenz curves might fail in these special cases, but to prove this is beyond the
scope of the present paper.
2 Terminology and Notation
Let F be the set of all continuous probability distributions and F¤ the subset of
F which is twice di®erentiable with ¯nite mean and variance. Let income be a
continuous random variable X with probability distribution F 2 F and support
on the interval [x; ¹x] µ <, where < is the real line. Write the mean of the
distribution as the functional ¹(F ).
We require three fundamental functionals from F £ [0; 1] to <. Let q 2 [0; 1]
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denote an arbitrary population proportion: the quantile functional is de¯ned by:
Q(F ; q) := inffxjF (x) ¸ qg =: xq (1)
(Gastwirth 1971), and the cumulative income functional is de¯ned by:
C(F ; q) :=
Z xq
x
xdF (x) =: cq (2)
(Cowell and Victoria-Feser 1996); analogously de¯ne:
S(F ; q) :=
Z xq
x
x2dF (x) =: sq: (3)
The functional (2) is used to de¯ne the following standard concepts. For a given
F 2 F, the graph fq; C(F; q)g describes the generalised Lorenz curve (GLC).
The scale normalisation of the GLC by the mean gives the (relative) Lorenz
functional:
L(F ; q) :=
C(F ; q)
¹(F )
(4)
and the graph fq; L(F ; q)g gives the relative Lorenz curve.2 An alternative nor-
malisation of the GLC yields the absolute counterpart to (4)
2Beach and Davidson use a di®erent, related concept to underpin these expressions, the ¯rst
moment function © : X 7! [0; 1] given by ©(x) = L(F ;x) = 1¹(F )
R x
ydF (y) (Kendall and
Stuart 1977).
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A(F ; q) := C(F ; q)¡ q¹(F ) (5)
and the graph fq;A(F ; q)g is the absolute Lorenz Curve (Moyes 1987).
In estimating the quantiles and income cumulations one uses F (n), a sample of
size n drawn from the distribution F ; this is a distribution consisting of n point-
masses 1
n
, one at each observation in the sample. Denote the order statistics of
the sample by
©
x[i] : i = 1; :::; n
ª
. How these are to be implemented appropriately
depends upon the nature of the sample as we discuss in Sections 3 and 4.
3 Empirical Implementation: Uncensored Sam-
ples
Choose a ¯nite collection of population proportions £ ½ [0; 1]; then for each
q 2 £ on can compute the sample quantiles and cumulants. Let int(z) be the
largest integer less than or equal to z, and let
¶(n; q) := int[(n¡ 1)q + 1] (6)
denote the order of the observation corresponding to the quantile q. Then we
have
x^q := Q
¡
F (n); q
¢
= x[¶(n;q)] (7)
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c^q := C
¡
F (n); q
¢
=
1
n
¶(n;q)X
i=1
x[i] (8)
using (2). The set of pairs f(q; c^q) : q 2 £g gives points on the empirical gener-
alised Lorenz curve, and c^1 is the sample mean ¹
¡
F (n)
¢
; the relative and absolute
Lorenz curves are found by normalisation as in (4) and (5).
Following Beach and Davidson (1983) assume that the underlying distribution
F 2 F¤; then the slightly modi¯ed Theorem 1 in Beach and Davidson (1983) is:
Theorem 1 The set of sample income cumulations fc^q : q 2 £g is asymptotically
multivariate normal. For any q; q0 2 £ such that q · q0 the asymptotic covariance
of
p
nc^q and
p
nc^q0 is
!qq0 := sq + [qxq ¡ cq] [xq0 ¡ q0xq0 + cq0 ]¡ xqcq (9)
The proof provided in Beach and Davidson (1983) contains some slips which
will obscure the relationship between the standard Beach-Davidson result and
generalisations of it. For a corrected version see Appendix A.1.
Given Theorem 1 the sampling distribution of empirical representations of the
GLC, RLC and the ALC are immediately obtained by standard methods. For
the implementation of each concept one can readily set up appropriate con¯dence
intervals and tests. However, all of them rest, of course, on the strong assumption
that the data with which one is working consist of an unbiased sample from the
population.
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4 Censored Data
One major departure from the unbiased-sample case is that where the sample has
been censored. Censored data are commonly encountered in practical applications
to income and wealth distributions, for several reasons.
As noted in the introduction the data may have been censored by the data
providers. This usually a®ects extreme values - the problem of \top-coding" and
\bottom-coding". Some high-income observations may have been removed from
the sample because of concern for con¯dentiality - in the sparse upper tail it
might not be too di±cult from a skilful data-detective to identify the individ-
uals or households corresponding to individual observations. Some low-income
observations may have been removed or modi¯ed for reasons of convenience: it
has been known for zero or negative income values to be ¯ltered from a sample
before releasing it; the tax authorities may not ¯nd it practical or worthwhile to
collect data from those of modest means. Sometimes extreme values have been
modi¯ed because it was inconvenient to store large numbers in the data set.
Furthermore, because income cumulations are inherently non-robust statistics
(Cowell and Victoria-Feser 1996) the prudent user of income or wealth statistics
may selectively \trim" the sample data in order to obtain Lorenz-type compar-
isons that are not driven by extreme values (?).
We treat the problem of trimming or censoring by supposing that a given pro-
portion of the observations has been removed from each end of the distribution.
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Speci¯cally we assume that a proportion ® has been removed from the bottom
and ¹® from the top of the distribution, and de¯ne ® := ®+ ¹®. Then
¹®(F ) =
Z x
x
a(u)udF (u) (10)
with
a(u) :=
8>><>>:
1
1¡® Q(F ;®) < u · Q(F ; ¹®)
0 otherwise
(11)
such that Z x
x
a(u)dF (u) = 1
Assume that the set of population proportions satis¯es £ ½ [®; ¹®]. The quan-
tile associated with any q 2 £ is xq = Q(F ; q), so that the ®-trimmed income
cumulations are
C®(F ; q) =
Z xq
x
a(u)udF (u) =
1
1¡ ®
Z xq
x®
udF (u) =: c®;q (12)
Alternatively, we have
C®(F ; q) =
1
1¡ ®
·Z xq
x
udF (u)¡
Z x®
x
udF (u)
¸
(13)
=
C(F ; q)¡ C(F ;®)
1¡ ® : (14)
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Also de¯ne
S®(F ; q) :=
Z xq
x
a(u)u2dF (u) =
1
1¡ ®
Z xq
x®
u2dF (u) =: s®;q: (15)
The sample version is obtained by considering the sample quantiles (7) with
n being the untrimmed sample size, and the ¯rst moment sample cumulants
c^®;q := C®
¡
F (n); q
¢
=
1
n [1¡ ®]
¶(n;q)X
i=¶(n;®)+1
x[i] =
c^q ¡ c^®
1¡ ® (16)
=
c^q ¡ c^®
1¡ ®
- see (6). Note that x[¶(n;®)+1] is the ¯rst observation in the trimmed sample. It
is easy to show that
E[c^®;q] =
c® ¡ cq
1¡ ® (17)
For the covariance, we need to ¯nd [1¡ ®]¡2 times
cov
¡p
n [c^q ¡ c^®] ;
p
n [c^q0 ¡ c^®]
¢
(18)
Expression (18) is equivalent to
n [ cov (c^q; c^q0)¡ cov (c^q; c^®)¡ cov (c^q0 ; c^®) + cov (c^®; c^®)]
= !qq0 ¡ s® + x®c®
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+ [®x® ¡ c®] [x® ¡ xq ¡ xq0 ¡ ®x® + qxq + q0xq0 + c® ¡ cq ¡ cq0 ] (19)
where !qq0 is given by (9).
However the expression (19) is unsatisfactory, because an estimate of it would
have to be based on the sample analogues of cq, cq0 and sq which would need to
be calculated using the whole sample (before censoring). We therefore need an
expression that depends only on c®;q and s®;q. We can do that by calculating
directly (up to the multiplicative constant of [1¡ ®]¡2)
cov
¡p
nc^®;q;
p
nc^®;q0
¢
: (20)
As with the untrimmed case (see 33 in the Appendix), this covariance (20)
can be expressed as
Z xq
x®
[1¡ F (y)]
Z y
x®
F (u)dudy +
Z xq
x®
F (y)
Z xq0
y
[1¡ F (u)] dudy: (21)
and (21) may then be rearranged to give (see 39 to 40 in the Appendix):
xqZ
x®
F (y)dy
xq0Z
x®
[1¡ F (u)] du¡®x® [xq ¡ x®]¡
xqZ
x®
yZ
x®
udF (u)dy+x®
xqZ
x®
F (y)dy (22)
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Taking each integral in (22) separately, we have:
xqZ
x®
F (y)dy = [yF (y)]xqx® ¡
xqZ
x®
ydF (y) = qxq ¡ ®x® ¡ [1¡ ®] c®;q (23)
Z xq0
x®
(1¡ F (u))du = [1¡ q0] xq0 ¡ [1¡ ®]x® + [1¡ ®] c®;q0 (24)
Z xq
x®
Z y
x®
udF (u)dy =
"
y
Z y
x®
udF (u)
#xq
x®
¡
Z xq
x®
y2dF (y)
= xq
Z xq
x®
udF (u)¡
Z xq
x®
y2dF (y)
= xq [1¡ ®] c®;q ¡ [1¡ ®] s®;q (25)
x®
Z xq
x®
F (y)dy = x® [qxq ¡ ®x® ¡ [1¡ ®] c®;q] (26)
So that, by substituting (23)-(26) in (22), we get
[qxq ¡ ®x® ¡ [1¡ ®] c®;q] [[1¡ q0]xq0 ¡ [1¡ ®] x® + [1¡ ®] c®;q0]¡
[xq [1¡ ®] c®;q ¡ [1¡ ®] s®;q] + x® [qxq ¡ ®x® ¡ [1¡ ®] c®;q]
= (1¡ ®)2$qq0 (27)
It can be shown that (27) is equal to (19). However, (27) is based on trimmed
moments and the sample analogue will be also based on trimmed samples. This is
both a more natural way of calculating the variances and an attractive empirical
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construct in that it is independent of detailed information censored from the
distribution. So we may state:3
Theorem 2 Given a sample of size n and lower and upper trimming proportions
®; ¹® 2 [0; 1] the set of sample income cumulations fc^®;q : q 2 £g is asymptotically
multivariate normal. For any q; q0 2 £ such that q · q0 the asymptotic covariance
of
p
nc^®;q and
p
nc^®;q0 is given by $qq0 de¯ned in (27).
Theorem 2 can immediately be applied to the construction of practical tools
for distributional comparisons. For example the 95% con¯dence interval for or-
dinates of the GLC will be given by
c^®;q § 1:96n¡1=2$^qq (28)
where $^qq are the sample analogues of $qq.
For the relative Lorenz curves, we need to specify the following quantities.
First note that
¹^® = c^®;1 = c^®;1¡® (29)
Therefore, the asymptotic variance of ¹^® and the covariances between ¹^® and c^®;q
are found using (19) or (27). Let the latter be denoted respectively by $11 and
$q1. Using the standard result on limiting distributions of di®erentiable functions
3Asymptotic normality follows from the fact that the required statistics are linear functions
of order statistics - see Moore (1968), Shorack (1972), Stigler (1969, 1974).
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of random variables (Rao 1973), the asymptotic covariances of the RLC ordinates
are then given by
vRLCqq0 =
1
¹2®
[$qq0 + c®;qc®;q0$11 ¡ c®;q$q01 ¡ c®;q0$q1] :
Therefore, a 95% con¯dence interval for the ordinates of the RLC is given by
L(F (n); q)§ 1:96n¡1=2v^RLCqq
where v^RLCqq is the sample analogue of v
RLC
qq .
For absolute Lorenz curves, following the same argument, we ¯nd that the
asymptotic covariances of the ALC ordinates are then given by
vALCqq0 = $qq0 + qq
0$11 ¡ q$q01 ¡ q0$q1 :
Therefore, a 95% con¯dence interval for the ordinates of the ALC is given by
A(F (n); q)§ 1:96n¡1=2v^ALCqq :
5 Concluding Remarks
Statistical inference with trimmed or censored Lorenz curves should be part of
the standard repertoire of applied economists and statisticians working with in-
12
come and wealth data. Our approach makes relatively few demands on the data:
all that one needs to know is the amount by which the sample has been trimmed
in each tail before the data are analysed. Furthermore the main result requires
only modest (but important) extensions to the standard procedures in the liter-
ature. The analysis is straightforward to interpret and to translate into practical
algorithms.
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A Proofs of Theorems
A.1 Uncensored Data (Beach-Davidson)
First note that the vector of sample statistics used in Theorem 1 of Beach and
Davidson (1983) is, in our notation, [c^q]q2£. where c^q is given by (8) and £ ½
[0; 1].
Applying the results of Rao (1973), pp 387-388 and using (8) we have 4
n cov(c^q; c^q0) = !qq0 (30)
where
!qq0 : =
qZ
0
(1¡ p)
pZ
0
t
dQ(F ; t)
dt
dQ(F ; p)
dp
dtdp+ (31)
qZ
0
p
q0Z
p
(1¡ t)dQ(F ; t)
dt
dQ(F ; p)
dp
dtdp (32)
=
Z xq
x
(1¡ F (y))
Z y
x
F (u)dudy +
Z xq
x
F (y)
Z xq0
y
(1¡ F (u))dudy; (33)
p := F (y) and t := F (u). Expression (33) yields
Z xq
x
Z y
x
F (u)dudy ¡
Z xq
x
F (y)
Z y
x
F (u)dudy +Z xq
x
F (y)
Z xq0
y
dudy ¡
Z xq
x
F (y)
Z xq0
y
F (u)dudy
4Expression (33) is equivalent to Beach and Davidson (1983), top of page 728 for the case
where x = 0.
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=Z xq
x
Z y
x
F (u)dudy +
Z xq
x
F (y)
Z xq0
y
dudy ¡
Z xq
x
F (y)
Z xq0
x
F (u)dudy
=
Z xq
x
Z y
x
F (u)dudy +
Z xq
x
F (y)
Z xq0
y
dudy +Z xq
x
F (y)dy
Z xq0
x
(1¡ F (u))du¡
Z xq
x
F (y)dy
Z xq0
x
du
=
Z xq
x
F (y)dy
Z xq0
x
(1¡ F (u))du¡
Z xq
x
F (y)
Z y
x
dudy +
Z xq
x
Z y
x
F (u)dudy
=
Z xq
x
F (y)dy
Z xq0
x
(1¡ F (u))du¡
Z xq
x
F (y) [y ¡ x] dy +Z xq
x
½
[uF (u)]yx ¡
Z y
x
udF (u)
¾
dy
=
Z xq
x
F (y)dy
·Z xq0
x
(1¡ F (u))du+ x
¸
¡
Z xq
x
Z y
x
udF (u)dy (34)
Evaluating the three main components of (34) we have:
Z xq
x
F (y)dy = [yF (y)]xqx ¡
Z xq
x
ydF (y) = qxq ¡ cq (35)Z xq0
x
(1¡ F (u))du+ x = xq0(1¡ q0) + cq0 (36)
Z xq
x
Z y
x
udF (u)dy =
24y yZ
x
udF (u)
35xq
x
¡
xqZ
x
y2dF (y) = xqcq ¡ sq (37)
Substituting from (35)-(37) into (34) we ¯nd
!qq0 := [qxq ¡ cq] [xq0(1¡ q0) + cq0 ]¡ [xqcq ¡ sq]
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which is the result in (9).
A.2 Censored Data
To establish (21) in the analysis leading to Theorem 2 note that (20) may be
written
qZ
®
[1¡ p]
pZ
®
t
dQ(F ; t)
dt
dQ(F ; p)
dp
dtdp+
qZ
®
p
q0Z
p
[1¡ t] dQ(F ; t)
dt
dQ(F ; p)
dp
dtdp:
(38)
from which (21) follows by writing p := F (y) and t := F (u).
To derive (22) note that, rearranging (21), we have
xqZ
x®
F (y)
xq0Z
y
dudy ¡
xqZ
x®
F (y)
xq0Z
y
F (u)dudy +
xqZ
x®
yZ
x®
F (u)dudy ¡
xqZ
x®
F (y)
yZ
x®
F (u)dudy
(39)
which then becomes
Z xq
x®
F (y)
Z xq0
y
dudy +
Z xq
x®
Z y
x®
F (u)dudy ¡
Z xq
x®
F (y)
Z xq0
x®
F (u)dudy
=
xqZ
x®
F (y)
xq0Z
x®
(1¡ F (u))dudy ¡
xqZ
x®
F (y)
xq0Z
x®
dudy +
xqZ
x®
F (y)
xq0Z
y
dudy +
xqZ
x®
yZ
x®
F (u)dudy
=
Z xq
x®
F (y)dy
Z xq0
x®
(1¡ F (u))du+
Z xq
x®
Z y
x®
F (u)dudy ¡
Z xq
x®
F (y)
Z y
x®
dudy
=
xqZ
x®
F (y)dy
xq0Z
x®
[1¡ F (u)] du+
xqZ
x®
264[uF (u)]yx® ¡
yZ
x®
udF (u)
375 dy ¡ xqZ
x®
F (y)[y ¡ x®]dy
=
Z xq
x®
F (y)dy
Z xq0
x®
(1¡ F (u))du+
Z xq
x®
[yF (y)¡ ®x®]dy ¡
19
Z xq
x®
Z y
x®
udF (u)dy ¡
Z xq
x®
F (y)ydy + x®
Z xq
x®
F (y)dy (40)
from which (22) follows.
A.3 Equivalence of trimmed-variance expresssions
Equations (19) and (27) can be shown to be equivalent. Using
[1¡ ®] c®;q = cq ¡ c®
[1¡ ®] s®;q = sq ¡ s®
expression (27) becomes
[qxq ¡ ®x® ¡ [cq ¡ c®]] [[1¡ q0]xq0 + ®x® + [cq0 ¡ c®]]
¡ [xq [cq ¡ c®]¡ [sq ¡ s®]]¡ ®x® [xq ¡ x®]
= sq + [qxq ¡ cq ¡ [®x® ¡ c®]] [[1¡ q0] xq0 + cq0 + ®x® ¡ c®]¡ xqcq
+ [xqc® ¡ s®]¡ ®x® [xq ¡ x®]
= sq + [qxq ¡ cq] [[1¡ q0] xq0 + cq0]¡ xqcq
¡ [®x® ¡ c®] [[1¡ q0] xq0 + cq0 + ®x® ¡ c®] + [qxq ¡ cq] [®x® ¡ c®]
+ [xqc® ¡ s®]¡ ®x® [xq ¡ x®]
= sq + [qxq ¡ cq] [[1¡ q0] xq0 + cq0]¡ xqcq
+ [®x® ¡ c®] [qxq ¡ cq ¡ [1¡ q0] xq0 ¡ cq0 ¡ ®x® + c®]
20
¡s® + [®x® ¡ c®] [x® ¡ xq] + x®c®
which becomes (19) in one step.
21
